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Abstract

Product and service quality, effective process management, continuous improvement and innovation are some essen-

tial conditions for making a successful business. They are often emphasised by managers of successful organizations,

by authors of professional and scientific papers and even by politicians and journalists.

Quality management standards and models, such as ISO 9001 and EFQM model appeared in assistance to the needs

of organisations to assure stable product and service quality, to improve it and to make the production process and

its supporting processes effective. It has been 28 years since the standard ISO 9001 appeared. Now it is the most

widely spread global standard implemented in more than 1.100.000 organizations worldwide.

If quality management was proved to be an important approach to make organizations operate better and thus to

contribute to well-being of the society, it would be expected that it is somehow included in our regular school pro-

grammes on all the levels. We expect that learning and living quality approaches in childhood and youth would be

the least costly way to improve the culture of quality in the society and to implement it in our organizations as well.

The paper gives some insight in the situation by searching for quality management related programmes and ap-

proaches in our primary, secondary and tertiary school programmes. The purpose of this paper is only to highlight

the issue of teaching for quality in our regular education programmes – just to become aware of it and to find some

improvement opportunities. There should be still some more detailed research on this topic to give strong sugges-

tions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Business and education area should operate
and develop hand in hand to bring up properly
skilled and demanded professionals. In the area of
quality management (QM) the aging of professional
stuff is noticed. It raised a question why young peo-
ple rarely decide for such a profession. Is such a pro-
fession not demanded by business anymore? Is
there not enough motivation for such job orienta-
tion through education process?

Quality and innovation is an imperative for a
successful modern business. This is often stressed
by professional literature, businessmen, business

agencies and associations, politicians and journalists
(Anttila, 2001). On the other hand it is often publicly
emphasised that youth education programmes (on
all the levels) should support business needs (EC,
2010; EC, 2010a). In this research only an insight
into Slovenian primary, secondary and tertiary
school programmes was made. It was searched for
quality management related programmes and ap-
proaches within school programmes. We’d like to
open an issue of appropriate school programme
offer and school programme support to the busi-
ness needs in the area of QM. Additionally, the re-
search intends to highlight our basic issue of proper
youth motivation in taking quality related profes-
sions. It tries to give some answers to it, too.
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1.1 The role of QM standards and models in
business

One of indicators of importance of QM is a rise
of QM standard implementations and certification
(e.g. ISO 9001). Their number was rising on the
global level all the years till 2011 and reached over
1.100.000 certificates worldwide (ISO, 2013). A
slight decrease was noticed in the last year (on the
global and European level), however in Slovenia the
number of ISO 9001 certificates has been slightly
falling since 2006 (Alič, 2014). There has already
been some research performed pointing to stagna-
tion of growth of the number of ISO 9001 certifi-
cates in some areas due to lower marketing
attractiveness QM system certification (Sampaio et
al., 2009; Boiral, 2012). Some countries have already
reached a market saturation level regarding the
number of ISO 9001 certified organizations (Sam-
paio et al., 2009) or so-called “maturity level” of
standardization and QM (Dahlgaard-Park, Chen, and
Dahlgaard, 2013) where focuses have shifted from
being certified to tools, techniques, and core values
of QM. Therefore certification loses its connotation
and becomes less attractive for the remaining com-
panies (Psomas and Fotopoulos, 2009) and little or
no certification growth is registered. Anyway, ISO
9001 is still the most widely used QM standard in
the world. Additionally, the greatest benefits of the
implemented QM approaches don’t lie in their cer-
tification but rather in their internal positive effects
on organizations’ performance.

Extensive empirical research (Van der Wiele et
al., 2005; Magd, 2008; Rusjan and Alič, 2010;
Solomon and Hogan, 2012) proves positive effects
of the ISO 9001 QMS implementation. Boiral (2012)
realized that 80 % of the current studies measured
significant benefits of such systems. According to
the ISO survey in July 2011 the most important ben-
efits of the ISO 9001 were improved customer satis-
faction and standardized business processes
(Bangert, 2012). Some research has shown a signifi-
cant relationship between implementation of the
QMS and the improved competitiveness and per-
formance of organizations (Dimara et al., 2004;
Mathews, 2005; Magd, 2008; Boulter et al., 2006;
Boiral, 2012). On the contrary, other research points
to obstacles, side-effects and disadvantages of QM
system implementations (Singels et al., 2001; Chow-

Chua et al., 2003; Martinez-Costa and Martinez-
Lorete, 2007; Boiral, 2012) that are often related to
low internal interest, management support, skills
and understanding the QM philosophy and standard
requirements (Llopis & Tari, 2003; Prajogo, 2011).

1.2 Identified public support and promotion of
QM approaches

Organizations implement QM approaches at
their own will. Often the initiative comes from other
organizations – current or potential business part-
ners. QM includes a set of directives, requirements
and approaches to meet them – all as an aim to im-
prove the quality of the product or service and to sat-
isfy the customer. Additionally, QM was recognised
as an important improvement driver in organizations
and also on higher influencing levels of the society,
such as enterprise associations, chambers and agen-
cies and even on the government level, as well.

1.2.1 Activities and documents on the national

(Slovenian) level

Some initiatives have been recognised in sup-
port to real sector:

• Ministry of economic development and technol-
ogy promoted QM approaches in tourism in a
special program document (MGRT, 2006)

• The Slovenian Chamber of Commerce announced
actions to overcome the economic crisis (Agenda
48+) in the year 2012 and upgraded them in the
following year (GZS, 2013) intending to improve
business performance and competitiveness of
Slovenian enterprises and the economy as a
whole. The quality issues were not explicitly em-
phasised, however providing the expected and
standardized product and service quality and im-
plementing system approach in management
were implicitly included. Export orientation and
innovation were (and still are) two of the most
highlighted goals which can be easily attained
when QM approaches (such as ISO 9001, EFQM,
…) are implemented.

• The targets and actions in the Slovenian industrial
policy (MGRT, 2013) can be more easily attained
by implementing QM approaches although they
aren’t explicitly addressed.
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• Additionally, Ministry of economic development
and technology indirectly promoted QM ap-
proaches by developing “The Strategy of clever
specialisation 2014-2020” in cooperation with The
Slovenian Chamber of Commerce (GZS, 2013a).

After intensive promotion and implementation
of ISO 9001, EFQM and CAF in the public sector in
the period 1995 to 2006 (Kovač, Grošelj, 2007) the
economic crisis and a decrease in funding these ac-
tivities appeared. It resulted in giving up certifica-
tion and decrease in the number of Slovenian
business excellence prize applications. In the last
few years new initiatives appeared to reactivate QM
approaches and make public administration and
other public services more effective and more effi-
cient (less costly). Such initiatives were:

• Some public administration departments (such as
Public payments administration of Republic Slove-
nia) set their quality policy and implement ISO
9001(UJP, 2011).

• Some directives were given from the top of the
public administration to make its services more
customer oriented what is the basic QM directive
(Virant, 2012).

• Ministry of Health developed a National strategy
of quality and safety in health care (2010-2015)
(Simčič et al., 2010) where QM approaches have
an important role.

• After some years of stagnation in implementation
of QM systems in public sector, in 2012 an action
(action no. 14) was announced by The Agency for
government of capital investments of Republic
Slovenia (“Agencija za upravljanje kapitalskih
naložb Republike Slovenije – AUKN”) to stimulate
implementation of total QM based on the EFQM
or CAF model in publicly funded organizations
(SZKO, 2013). After closing of AUKN the action was
transferred to its legal successor “Slovenska
odškodninska družba - SOD” (central ownership
entity of Slovenia) as the action no. 11 (SOD, 2013).

• National Assembly – Board on Health discussed
QM approaches in the perspective of overcoming
the actual crisis in Health sector (RS, 2014).

Additionally, in the last two years the discus-
sions about quality matters entered the Slovenian
Parliament and its bodies.

1.2.2 Activities and documents on the European

level

The Europe Commission supports the QM ap-
proaches through its efforts for more innovation
and better competitiveness. This is especially
stressed in “Europe 2020: Europe's growth strat-
egy”, the “Integrated Industrial Policy”,“European
competition policy” and their key challenges (EC,
2010; 2010b; 2010c; 2010d).

Important facts:

• A special role is given to research, development
and innovation, knowledge and skills, environ-
mental issues, competition etc. (EC, 2010c).

• More emphasis is given to European standardis-
ation (EC, 2010b) including QM, product and serv-
ices standards intending to gaining economic
benefits from harmonisation and economies of
scale at all levels (international, European and na-
tional). Standards should not create an additional
burden, e.g. to SMEs. Instead, they should lead to
efficiency gains and act as an incentive for inno-
vation. The ultimate aim should be convergence
of standards at world level.

• Europe’s (co)funding is provided for the develop-
ment of the above mentioned strategic areas. QM
is not directly specified among them. However,
well implemented QM approaches are often
needed to attain the specified objectives and get
funding from EU calls and tenders.

• The Association of European Chambers of Com-
merce and Industry - EUROCHAMBRES (2013)
pushes for a business-driven approach to EU re-
search and innovation policy, highlighting in par-
ticular the pivotal link between entrepreneurship
and innovation following the EU prospective Hori-
zont 2020. Therefore, policy makers have to find
new and better ways to involve SMEs in the inno-
vation process, which must no longer be perceived
as purely research based. By facilitating better
SMEs participation better support and motivation
for implementing QM approaches is given as well.

1.3 Reasons for including QM knowledge and
skills to educational programmes

We can’t measure the direct impact of above
mentioned public emphases on quality. The bad
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economic situation in many organizations and the
decreased demand on certifying QM systems (Sam-
paio et al., 2009; Dahlgaard-Park, Chen, and Dahl-
gaard, 2013) don’t show there have been evidential
positive effects already. Especially in the public sec-
tor and in organizations having financial problems
the cost-cutting influenced the QM trainings and
projects. Although the number of maintained and
certified QM systems has fallen, the need for QM
properly trained people that could help organiza-
tions to operate better has probably even risen.
However, there is no available evidence about it.

The need of school programmes giving QM
knowledge and skills is evident from:

• the predictions of QM scientist (Van der Wiele &
Brown, 2002; Wanderbrande, 2013)

• the directly or indirectly recognised need of en-
terprises:

o The previous research indicates the need of en-
terprises for having or employing QM skilled
people (Disney, Crabtree and Harrison, 2000;
Llopis and Tari, 2003; Solomon and Hogan,
2012; Boiral, 2012).

o Schools should stimulate young people to re-
sponsible and hard-working, creative, improve-
ment oriented and able of team-work.

o PDCA cycle (Plan-Do-Check-Act) is a basic sys-
tematic improvement approach that needs to
be built-in in everyone’s thinking.

o People should know basic QM system directives
and requirements (e.g. ISO 9001). They form a
frame of a common understood basic order and
rules of normal operation and business rela-
tions.

o Organizational knowledge, wide understanding
of basic QM approaches and some basic tech-
nical and statistical skills facilitate beter deci-
sion-making and managing organization’s
operation.

o For effective and efficient operation of the or-
ganization it is important that as many workers
as possible have at least basic understanding of
the organization’s QM policy and approaches.
This is hard to attain and might be quite an in-
vestment if the employees didn’t bring at least
the basic QM knowledge and feeling from the
school.

o Organizations, especially smaller ones, often
hire external QM professionals for implemen-
tation of QM projects and keep them on the
contract agreements until such projects live.
The related high costs of the professionals (con-
sultants, assessors, auditors) might be quite a
considerable obstacle to implementation of ad-
ditional QM approaches.

o In Slovenia, micro, small and medium-sized en-
terprises (SMEs = micro, small and medium-
sized enterprises) are actively involved in
standardization work, however they can’t af-
ford such costs of providing QM knowledge
(materials and training) as large organizations.
According to the classification made by the EU,
99.7% of all Slovenian companies belong to this
group (in EU 95% of enterprises are SMEs). The
Slovenian institute for standardization – SIST as
the national standard publisher established a
special committee for SMEs in order to better
cover their interests. They prepare special of-
fers for this group of enterprises to help them
share the QM knowledge at more acceptable
price (SIST, 2014).

• the directly or indirectly recognised needs in the
national economic policy and its documents:

o In the Slovenian industrial policy (MGRT, 2013)
the action no. 9 addresses adapting educational
and training systems to the needs of the busi-
ness. Enterprises need competent and skilled
workers as the output of our schools.

• the directly or indirectly recognised needs in the
European economic policy and its documents:

o The needs of SMEs are given high priority. SMEs
represent the core of industry. About 95% of all
European companies are SMEs (SIST, 2014).
Adapting educational and training systems to
the needs of the business is one of strong di-
rectives in the documents of European Com-
mission such as “Europe 2020: Europe's growth
strategy” and “An Agenda for new skills and
jobs” (EC, 2010; EC, 2010a).

o The number of QM professionals differs among
European countries. “With its 502 experts per
million inhabitants, Slovenia is among the coun-
tries with highest degree of participation (data
for 2008). In some countries, this figure attains
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430 experts per million inhabitants, 350 in big
and rich countries, and only about 130 in big
new Member States of the EU” (SIST, 2014).

2. METHODOLOGY

The research was based on review of literature
regarding QM approaches, their use and benefits
and on searching for publicly available information
and data showing actual business interest in QM ap-
proaches and their needs of QM skilled people. The
used research method was analysis and synthesis of
the findings.

Our study was just a preliminary study testing
the QM orientation and support in Slovenian pri-
mary, secondary and tertiary school programmes
with the intent to highlight the issue of teaching for
quality in our regular education programmes. Pub-
licly available documents and data of Ministry of ed-
ucation, science and sport (“Ministrstvo za
izobraževanje, znanost in sport” – MIZS) and NAKVIS
were analysed.

Elements of QM in educational regulation, na-
tional programmes and regular educational pro-
grammes on each level of education were searched
for. Additionally, other proofs of properly imple-
mented QM approaches in the institutions in a form
of other quality related certifications were sought.

In the next step QM related educational con-
tent in school programmes was searched for from
the list of official school subjects / courses published
by MIZS (2014). It was assumed that it could be
recognised from the title of the programmes if it
was related to QM topics. Therefore, the school pro-
grammes / courses having “quality” or quality re-
lated expressions in their titles were searched for.
The programmes were not analysed in detail regard-
ing implicitly included or detailed QM related con-
tents and approaches.

3. FINDINGS

3.1 Regulated quality management
requirements in education

It is in the national and international interest
that educational institutions offer appropriate level

of quality of the educational process and pro-
grammes. Regulatory requirements have been set
on the national and European level to assure it. The
national regulation is harmonized with the Euro-
pean one.

Therefore educational institutions implement
the adapted form of a quality assurance or QM sys-
tem. The pupils and students shall benefit from the
implemented QM activities, such as environment
orientation, planning, provision of appropriate re-
sources, involvement of all stakeholders (including
pupils, their parents and students) in management
bodies of the institutions, measuring the stakehold-
ers’ satisfaction, regular result measurement and
self-assessments as the basis for improvement ac-
tions. Pupils and students shall get some experi-
ences in a particular QM activity (such as
satisfaction survey) if they are involved. Actually, it
doesn’t happen that all the pupils and students are
involved in such activities and it is not the intent to
teach them about QM issues and practices this way.
Therefore, the benefits of implemented QM sys-
tems are mostly overall better teaching process con-
tributing to better learning of the topics covered by
educational programmes. So, QM topics should be
included in the educational programmes in order to
be learned in schools.

3.1.1 Required quality assurance in primary

education

In the regulation (Act on the primary schools
and the related documents) (MIZS, 2014) there is
no explicit requirement on QM in primary schools.
However, some QM elements can be found in the
act but QM requirements and responsibilities are
not explicitly given.

3.1.2 Required quality assurance in secondary

education

In the secondary schools area there are two
groups of schools: general secondary schools (gym-
nasiums) and vocational secondary schools of differ-
ent levels. There is still no explicit QM requirement
in regulation for gymnasiums (Act on gymnasiums),
however such requirements are set for vocational
and professional secondary (lower, middle and
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higher level) schools (MIZS, 2014). On the middle
level just a “Quality assurance commission” and a
set of QM activities are required (Act on vocational
and professional secondary education) (MIZS,
2014), on the higher level external evaluation and
accreditation (as described in the next paragraph) is
required as well (NAKVIS, 2014).

3.1.3 Required quality assurance in tertiary

(higher) education

Regulatory requirements specify external evalu-
ation and accreditation criteria and “The Slovenian
Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education”
(Agency) as the accreditation body. Educational insti-
tutions and programmes should be granted accredi-
tations upon meeting minimum quality assurance
criteria, set by national legislation (NAKVIS, 2014).
The criteria comply with the quality assurance stan-
dards and guidelines that apply in the European
Higher Education Area.

Required accreditation procedure and evalua-
tions by the Agency in higher education institutions
as a recognition of meeting quality assurance criteria:

• The accreditation procedure for higher education
institution and programmes as well as the evalu-
ation process as a part of it are determined in the
Criteria for the accreditation and external evalu-
ation of higher education institutions and study
programmes (Criteria) (NAKVIS, 2014). In our
paper we focus on criteria for accreditation and
evaluation of institutions. The procedure is de-
scribed in articles 3 (definitions), 6 to 15 (initial
accreditation) and 22 to 35 (re-accreditation).

• Areas which are the subject of higher education in-
stitution assessment (Articles 8 and 26) in initial ac-
creditation and re-accreditation are the following:

    1. integration with the environment (with intent
to cover stuff needs of the business and social
environment and making students employ-
able);

    2. functioning of the higher education institution
(planning, achieved results and management
of the institution);

    3. human resources (providing appropriate study
programmes, providing needed and compe-
tent teaching and research stuff);

    4. students (students’ satisfaction, study inter-
ests, enrolment, results and after-study em-
ployments, involvement in the institution’s
processes and participation in institution’s
management bodies);

    5. material conditions (premises and equipment,
their suitability for students with special needs,
funding, library and information services);

    6. quality assurance (including regular self-as-
sessments of the institution), innovation and
development orientation.

3.2 Additional certified quality management
approaches in education

Educational institutions want to attract new po-
tential pupils or students. Enough enrolled
pupils/students enable educational institutions to
perform and finance the educational programmes.
One important element to attract new pupils/stu-
dents is the quality of the educational process and
programmes. Especially on the higher levels of ed-
ucation students seek for the knowledge and skills
that enable them to get a job after finishing the
study. Institutions compete for the students, so ex-
ceeding the required minimum level of quality can
be one of the drivers for survival and successful de-
velopment of the institutions and their pro-
grammes. Therefore some of them already
implement quality tools and systems which would
help them with it and give them some recognisable
external signal of quality.

3.2.1 Voluntary additional quality assurance in

primary education (standards and

certifications)

Some primary schools (e.g. OŠ II Murska Sob-
ota) implemented and certified ISO 9001 (Murski
val, 2008), some of them (e.g. OŠ Šentvid, OŠ Tr-
bovlje) implemented locally developed QM scheme
for educational organizations Quality for future of
education - KzP (“Kakovost za prihodnost vzgoje in
izobraževnja”) (SIQ, 2014a). This scheme, estab-
lished by a national certification body SIQ (SIQ,
2014), helped changing quality culture in these or-
ganizations.
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3.2.2 Voluntary additional quality assurance in

secondary education (standards and

certifications)

There were some but rare secondary schools im-
plementing and certifying ISO 9001 (e.g. Visoka šola
za zdravstveno nego Jesenice, Šolski center Škofja
Loka) or KzP (e.g. Gimnazija Franceta Prešerna) (SIQ,
2014a).

3.2.3 Voluntary additional quality assurance in

tertiary education (standards and

certifications)

Recognisable external signals of quality of some
institutions are their attained international accredi-
tations (like EQUIS, AACSB, TedQual, etc.) (Zajec,
2010). Some institutions implement the interna-
tional quality management standard ISO 9001 (Ška-
far, 2008; Bukovec, 2008; FOŠ, 2011) or business
excellence model EFQM (Prašnikar and Kern Pipan,
2011). Some quality agencies (e.g. The centre of ac-
creditation and quality assurance of Swiss Univer-
sity) already realised that some concepts from the
ISO 9001 and the EFQM may be transferable and ap-
plied to education for both systems call for strong
leadership, broad stakeholder involvement and the
use of success indicators (OAQ, 2005).

There are also special IT applications developed
and available, such as “Teaching capability maturity
model” (T-CMM) (Chena, Chenb, and Chenc, 2014)
supporting QM of a teacher’s individual teaching
process and thus helping to improve the quality of
the teaching process.

3.3 Quality related topics and courses in the
regular primary and secondary school
programmes

Quality issues and approaches are being recog-
nized as important, leading to better competitive-
ness on the organizations’, national and
international levels. Therefore, some basic knowl-
edge of PDCA continuous improvement cycle and
some basic quality related values and skill need to
be built-in in everyone’s thinking. These are really
basic principles that could be fostered through ed-
ucation process starting at its basic levels.

The found valid official educational pro-
grammes in Slovenia and their courses (MIZS,
2014a; 2014b; 2014c; 2014d) that obviously cover
some of QM topics are listed in the next paragraphs
as results of our research.

3.3.1 Quality related topics and courses in

primary schools

In the primary schools there are no explicitly
mentioned QM topics mentioned in the primary
school official educational programmes.

However, there are some written programme
guidelines for teaching stuff and class communities
of primary and secondary schools (MIZS, 2014a)
where some QM guidelines (similar to the ones of
ISO 9000) are suggested to be considered by teach-
ing. On the other hand, no explicit emphasis on
teaching for improvement and innovation is recog-
nized in these guidelines.

So, in the primary schools some basic values im-
portant in QM approaches and sustainable develop-
ment may be given and discussed only within the
obligatory courses (e.g. social and technical courses).
Additionally, there are some possibilities in the pri-
mary school extended program and interest activities
(language, technical, IT, sport, arts courses). Basically,
they aren’t QM oriented but can include some of its
principles (probably it is up to school and the teach-
ers’ affinity to use of such principles).

3.3.2 Quality related topics and courses in

secondary schools

The general secondary schools (gymnasiums)
continue sharing general knowledge at more com-
prehensive level. There are no special QM related
courses in this group of schools. However, there are
some rare other courses that are related to QM or
may cover some of these topics. So, there exists only
one obligatory course “Entrepreneurship“ on the
Economic gymnasium and two optional courses “Me-
chanical engineering “ on the Technical gymnasium
(MIZS, 2014b). There are still two obligatory elective
contents that may be QM related: “Entrepreneur-
ship“ on the Economic and Technical gymnasiums
and “Project work” on the Economic gymnasium.
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QM principles and approaches are at most rep-
resented in the educational programmes of voca-
tional secondary (lower, middle and higher level)
schools (MIZS, 2014c; 2014d).

There are no special QM related courses in
lower level vocational education programmes (CPI,
2014) offering practical oriented knowledge cata-
logues for 6 vocational qualifications.

The middle level vocational programmes in-
clude knowledge catalogues for 42 vocational qual-
ifications. There are no special QM related courses
in these programmes (CPI, 2014) either, however
some of the QM principles and topics may be in-
cluded in their general business oriented courses -
on processes (7 courses in 5 qualifications’ knowl-
edge catalogues) and organization (1 course in 8
qualifications’ knowledge catalogues). All such
process or organization oriented contents are in-
cluded in educational programmes for manufactur-
ing vocations (especially in metal, automotive and
electro industries).

The middle level professional programmes in-
clude knowledge catalogues for 38 professional qual-
ifications. Special QM related courses exist (5 QM
course in 5 qualifications’ knowledge catalogues = 1
QM course per each professional qualification) (CPI,
2014). There are also business oriented courses - on
processes (8 courses in 8 qualifications’ knowledge
catalogues) and organization (7 courses in 7 qualifi-
cations’ knowledge catalogues). Altogether there are
15 ones (a few manufacturing oriented ones, the
most of them service oriented) from 38 professions
that have special QM, process or organization ori-
ented courses in their educational programmes.

The higher level professional programmes in-
clude knowledge catalogues for 31 professional
qualifications. Special QM related courses are more
often offered (6 QM courses exist in 6 qualifications’
knowledge catalogues = 1 QM course per each pro-
fessional qualification) (CPI, 2014). There are also
more business oriented courses - on processes (10
courses in 6 qualifications’ knowledge catalogues)
and organization (18 courses in 12 qualifications’
knowledge catalogues). Altogether there are 17
(mostly service oriented) ones from 38 professions
that have special QM, process or organization ori-
ented courses in their educational programmes.

3.3.3 Quality related topics and courses in

tertiary (higher) schools

The enhanced QM programmes and courses
are offered at faculties on all three levels of study
(the professional, university, master and the doc-
toral degree) (2014d). In Slovenia the only spe-
cialised QM study on all these levels is offered by
only one faculty – a private Faculty of organization
studies Novo mesto (“Fakulteta za organizacijske
študije” – FOŠ).

On other private high schools and universities
and on all three public Slovenian universities no
complete QM programmes or specialisations. There
are a few study programmes on some faculties cov-
ering some of the QM topics in one or two obliga-
tory or optional courses / learning units. Such
programmes are:

• “Poslovodenje in organizacija” on the Faculty of
economics of University of Ljubljana;

• “Strojništvo” on Faculty of Mechanical Engineer-
ing of University of Ljubljana;

• “Ekonomske in poslovne vede” on the Faculty of
Economics and Business of University of Maribor;

• “Organizacija in management poslovnih in de-
lovnih sistemov” and “Organizacija in manage-
ment informacijskih sistemov” on the Faculty of
Organizational Sciences of University of Maribor;

• “Vodenje in kakovost v izobraževanju”,
“Ekonomija v sodobni družbi” and “Vseživljenjsko
učenje: management razvoja kadrov” on a private
International school for social and business stud-
ies Celje (“Mednarodna fakulteta za družbene in
poslovne študije”).

4. DISSCUSSION

The primary schools are established to give
young people the basic general knowledge for fur-
ther education and life. So no detailed QM knowl-
edge is expected.

In the secondary schools area there are two
groups of schools: general secondary schools (gym-
nasiums) and vocational secondary schools of differ-
ent levels. The general secondary schools
(gymnasiums) have a similar mission as the primary
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schools – giving the general knowledge at more
comprehensive level.

The secondary vocational schools are very prac-
tical oriented. Especially on the middle and higher
level they offer some QM related courses and con-
tents. Special courses are still rare.

More often organization and process manage-
ment knowledge, learning specific profession re-
lated processes is a frame for getting known with
some QM approaches.

More than 70% of the young people that are
finishing one of the secondary schools in 2014 in-
tend to continue their study on a higher level (SURS,
2014). Other 30% of them will probably begin work-
ing (take a job) with the level of knowledge (also in
the field of QM) they have got by the end of their
secondary level education.

The majority of the population (70% of the
young people finishing secondary schools) still have
an opportunity to upgrade their QM knowledge at
the faculty. However, the choice of study pro-
grammes that cover QM topics is really narrow as
realised through the analysis. Probably there still
exist some other faculty courses / learning units
dealing also with QM issues that we haven’t found
through this quick review of the study programmes.
We believe it wouldn’t change the general picture
of low emphasis on QM topics in higher education.

Our business needs skilled people - not only
skilled in their narrow profession, IT and languages
but also understanding basic QM principles and ap-
proaches. This is one of the pillars of making im-

provements and driving innovation and competi-
tiveness which are the highlighted national and Eu-
ropean business objectives (MGRT, 2013; EC, 2010;
2010b; 2010c; 2010d).

5. CONCLUSION

The paper gives some insight in the situation of
business needs and offered teaching for quality in
the regular Slovenian educational programmes on
all the levels.

Strong needs for QM knowledge were indicated
– not only as adults learning initiated and financed
by business organizations but also as a basic knowl-
edge transfer through the obligatory education of
youths. Such needs were also recognised from the
national and European policy and action docu-
ments.

The situation in Slovenia was analysed by
searching for QM regulation requirements and QM
related programmes and approaches in our primary,
secondary and tertiary school programmes. A gap
between the needs and the programmes offered
was found.

The purpose of this paper is only to highlight
the issue of teaching for quality in our regular edu-
cation programmes – just to become aware of it and
to find some improvement opportunities. There
should be still some more detailed research on this
topic on national and international level to give
stronger suggestions.

EXTENDED SUMMARY / IZVLEČEK

Kakovost izdelkov in storitev, učinkovit management procesov, stalne izboljšave in inovacije so
nekateri bistveni pogoji za uspešno poslovanje. To pogosto poudarjajo managerji uspešnih organizacij,
avtorji strokovnih in znanstvenih člankov ter celo politiki in novinarji.

Standardi in modeli managementa kakovosti, kot so standard ISO 9001 in model EFQM, so se
pojavili v pomoč organizacijam, ki potrebujejo zagotavljanje stabilne kakovosti proizvodov in storitev,
njene stalne izboljšave in učinkovito izvajanje proizvodnega procesa in njegovih podpornih procesov.
Minilo je že 28 let, odkar se je pojavil standard ISO 9001. Zdaj je najbolj razširjen globalni standard,
ki ga uporablja več kot 1.100.000 organizacij po vsem svetu.

Če se je management kakovosti izkazal kot pomemben pristop, ki pomaga organizacijam, da
poslujejo bolje in s tem prispeva k blaginji družbe, bi bilo pričakovati, da je nekako vključen v naše
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